
CoDAteen Meeting with Interpretation 

December 20th, 2022 

Present members: Eddy, Rosa, Florence, Gillian, Katya, Nadia. 
  
Minute: 

1. OPENING 

1. Serenity Prayer: God, grant me the Serenity to accept the things I cannot change, 
Courage to change the things I can, and Wisdom to know the difference. 

2. Step 12:. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to 
carry this message to other codependents, and to practice these principles in all of 
our affairs. 

3. Tradition 12:. Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our Traditions, ever 
reminding us to place principles before personalities. 

4. Introductions/Feelings check-in and Round Robin by members: Introduction of Eddy 
from SoCal by Rosa, Rosa, Florence, Gillian, Katya, Nadia 

5. Approval of November 8th minutes with 5 Votes.  
November 8- CoDAteen Agenda 

  

2. REPORTS:  
1. Nadia to follow up on timeline for CoDAteen Spanish translations:  
2. Florence: to remove Marylin from the Alias.  She’ll follow up with Greg to see if this was 

done.  
3. Katia to follow up with email requests (4-5) for CoDAteen information on how to join 

the committee.  Per Katia none of these people have had a response to their emails. Per 
Florence, we were all taking charge of reading/responding to emails. Katia was in charge 
of checking emails.  Katia did not have an answer for these emails.   

 

3. DISCUSSION ITEMS 

a) Per Nadia, the Outreach committee (comite de divulgación) is done with 
translation of CoDAteen literature but they need three links in the 
handbook.  Per Nadia, would it be possible to add a footnote/a 
link/reference on the handbook in order to expedite and not delay 
uploading of the information?   Florence in communication with 
translator. 

b) Rosa and Eddy reported on the outcome of the Spanish SoCal annual 
conference regarding CoDAteen information and Teens’ sharing being the 
highlight of the conference. 

c) Per Florence the CoDAteen English literature is on the coda.org webpage 
under Members Resources currently under review on the What do you 
Think? tab.  There is a proposal to make a slider that will link viewers to 
the CoDAteen literature. Florence will ask that the statement “Not for 
Distribution” be removed so that members can access, review and give 
feedback to the CoDAteen Committee regarding literature.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sq63_EWBwiOKH16T8LeggGAFTWZvOvD7oQbQKLu-RTw/edit


d) Motion to draft a pamphlet/Leaflet/page/document with most FAQs for 
the public to get information/answers regarding CoDAteen.  

                    -English team to work with the CoDAteen webpage outside SPO website. 
                   -Spanish team will work with a pamphlet about CoDAteen. 

e)  Nadia asked/proposed a F2F CoDAteen committee meeting and/or 
organize a virtual meeting where we can sponsor and to possibly invite 
teens/parents (training day). Gillian proposed a CoDAteen workshop in 
Houston at ICC.  Nadia agreed with Gillian’s proposal.  Florence will ask the 
CoDA world (Finance) to see if there is money for a FTF committee meeting 
per rotation.  If no money, then we can work on something virtually for ICC 
2023 virtually. Nadia proposed that we start working on putting something 
together before CSC conference.   
f)  Rosa to work on Broadcast email invitation to those on the alias email list 
to see if those on the email lists are still interested in  joining the 
CoDAteen.     
g)  Team agreed on following action items: Spanish group to work on 
document to help answer most FAQs; how to become a sponsor, training as a 
host, how to start a meeting, what is CoDAteen, etc.  The English group 
agreed to work on information regarding the webpage announcements.   
j) It was requested that the team sends documents to be shared and 
reviewed during the meeting (translated) a week before the next meeting 
(January, 10,2023).           
k) CoDAteen Committee Goals and Action Plans for 2023 moved to next 
meeting.  FODA/SWOT also tabled for the next meeting.  
 
  

  

4. NEXT MEETING 

January 17th, 2023  
Coordinator: Katya  
 

5.  CLOSING 

Serenity Prayer: God, grant me Serenity to accept the things I can't change, Courage to change 
the things I can, AND Wisdom to know the difference 

 


